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DISNEY+ MAKES OOH THE STAR
IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
LAUNCH
Disney has broadened its appeal among adult audiences by expanding its slate of original content through
the launch of general entertainment brand Star, as subscribers to the Disney+ streaming platform continue
to surge.
Star on Disney+ brings a brand-new world of TV series, movies and new originals. Star is home to the best
entertainment for everyone from Disney Television Studios, 20th Century Studios, 20th Television, ABC,
Searchlight Pictures and more. The launch line-up, ranges from popular movies and TV shows like Family
Guy and Atlanta, to classics like Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Lost and Desperate Housewives, and new
originals like Helstrom and Big Sky.
The launch campaign encompassed classic and digital OOH with large format roadside billboards in the
form of 48 Sheets, Metropoles, the Ranelagh 240 Sheet and Digipoles; roadside 6 Sheets formats with
Bus Shelters and Adshel, including the East link domination together with Digipanel Adshel Live screens;
retail and mall screens in the form of Adshel Live (Retail), iVisions, Tesco Live and large scale dX Screens
across Dublin shopping centres. Bus T-Sides boosted coverage both in city centre and suburban areas.
Media: Mediaworks - Creative: BBDO Dublin - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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CADBURY GOES SEASONAL WITH
OCCASIONS MESSAGING
In the run up to Easter, Cadbury encouraged the nation to put time and effort into hiding an egg for a loved
one, rather than simply handing one over. The ‘Show you care - hide it’ message ran on POP classic and
digital 6 Sheets in supermarkets and convenience stores.
Cadbury also hosted a virtual Easter egg hunt that enabled families to hide eggs anywhere in the world
using Google Street View. During a time when physical connection has been restricted by the global
pandemic, the Easter campaign was designed to connect people through the generous act of hiding an
egg for someone you love.
People could register on the Worldwide Hide website to place an Easter egg and share a personalised
clue with a loved one to help them locate it. The person hiding the egg has two options; to purchase one of
four Cadbury Easter eggs from the Cadbury Worldwide Hide range that their seeker will physically receive
once they’ve found the egg online or to simply hide a virtual Easter egg for free for a loved one to find.
Following its Valentine’s Day DOOH activation, Cadbury again took to retail screens for key events
promotion in the run up to St. Patrick’s Day and Mother’s Day, with contextual messaging for Milk Tray and
Roses respectively. Our OCS research study of Irish Consumers found that 68% are interested in digital
screen messages relevant to a seasonal event.
Media: Carat - Creative: VCCP / The Public House - OOH Agency: PML
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THE MORTGAGE IS GREENER
WITH AIB
AIB is driving the green lending agenda with its latest mortgage campaign. Customers with a home that
carries a Building Energy Rating (BER) of between A1 and B3 can currently avail of a green five-year fixed
rate of 2.1%.
Green lending at AIB grew by one-fifth last year, with the increase driven by customers availing of the
low mortgage rates for energy efficient home. In its latest sustainability report, the bank outlined how
green lending accounted for 16% of all new lending. While green mortgages made up 14% of home loan
drawdowns last year.
The AIB campaign is displaying on 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters and Metropoles, promoting its green lending
initiative to audiences across Dublin and other parts of Leinster.
In a recent wave of research, our Green Means Go-OOH study found 84% of Dublin adults expect
companies to clearly explain the environmental benefits of their products/services in their advertising. While
64% are more likely to purchase environmentally friendly products and services.
Media: Starcom - Creative: Rothco - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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SUPERVALU’S PRICE CHECK
SuperValu highlighted its incredibly low prices in its latest OOH campaign.
Selecting a close competitor, the retailer created a competitive price comparison that used humorous
taglines to convey the value shoppers can find at their local SuperValu.
The retailer chose 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters and Supersides to host the campaign and utilised our pinpoint
mapping system to target locations close to their own stores and those of their competitors.
As we know when it comes to grocery shopping price plays an important role in where we shop, our own
Check/Out research shows that 53% of adults are more likely to focus on the price of food and grocery
purchases in the coming months.
Media: Starcom - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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HSE CHECKS UP
The HSE has launched a hugely important awareness campaign surrounding its Cervical Check scheme.
Taking to the streets of Ireland this month, OOH is displaying the public health information to encourage
and remind women to register for the vital check-up. Featuring women of all ages in the creative, the
campaign features a QR code that women can easily scan to access the HSE’s information page.
The campaign comprises of awareness and coverage building formats such as digital and classic 6 Sheets
and digital screens in the retail environment.
Media: Spark Foundry - Media: TBWA\Dublin - OOH Agency: PML
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ROOTS & SHOOTS FUSE
FLAVOUR IN FRESH BURST

D I D

YO U

K N O O H ?

Vegan and plant-based are the fastest growing trends in food, driven by changing dietary habits and further
accelerated during lockdown. Roots and Shoots is Galway-based Galmere Fresh Food’s dedicated plantbased and vegan-friendly brand; a diverse selection of plant-based meal bowls and soups.
To introduce its new globally inspired vegan meal bowl range, Roots and Shoots features its Chana Palak
Masala across a range of 6 Sheets, planned by PML and targeting Tesco stores – Bus Shelters, Adboxes
and Purchase Points. Taking inspiration from traditional Indian cuisine, this chickpea and spinach curry is
full of warming flavours, packed with delicious, rich-tasting textures.
John Casey of Galmere Fresh Foods says “We are delighted to see our OOH campaign come to life for
this great plant based range. Gluten and nut free, with no additives, each meal is slowly cooked to fuse the
flavours, just like home, hence our theme All of the Flavour, None of the Fuss”.
Checkout the full range at www.rootsandshoots.com or social @rootsandshootsire

Wide Eye Outdoor launch Petrol Pump Ad Screens in
Partnership with Certa Fuel
Certa Fuel and Wide Eye Outdoor have launched a first-of-its-kind partnership that will see advertising
screens deployed at all pumps across 22 of Certa Fuel’s stations.
In total 162 of the 17” screens have been rolled out across the nationwide network of fuel stations. Using
the latest technology, the content on the screens plays in response to the customer’s engagement with the
pump. The screens are also sound enabled.
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Planet OOH

Fearless Girl shatters glass ceiling beyond
the boardroom
US: State Street Global Advisors celebrated International Women’s
Day with a revamped art installation for the famous Fearless Girl.
Fearless Girl is celebrating her fourth anniversary on International
Women’s Day by shattering glass ceilings in the workplace.

Goldfish Crackers takes Kids’ Imaginations
from the Fridge Door to Billboard

Almost 1,500 companies around the world had zero women on their
boards in 2017, the year when State Street Global Advisors installed
its famous Fearless Girl statue, staring down the Charging Bull on
Wall Street. Since that bold statement, 58% of those companies
(862) have added at least one female director.

CANADA: Goldfish Crackers, a beloved snack in many Canadian
households, recently launched #FeedImagination. This new advertising
platform was created to encourage imagination in the minds of
Canadian children. As part of the launch, Goldfish invited parents
across Canada to submit their kids’ artwork and stories so that they
would have an opportunity to show their work on a larger stage than
their refrigerators.

This year, State Street Global Advisors built on its iconic campaign for
the fourth year running with a visual representation of that milestone.
The firm installed a large, shattered glass ceiling around Fearless Girl
on Wall Street to symbolize the women who have broken ceilings
within the past year.

This winter past, eleven contest winners could see their imaginative
masterpieces come to life in the real world with a national Out of Home
campaign on a public stage. Young storytellers were showcased with
digital stories featured on Instagram and available for download on the
Goldfish Crackers #FeedImagination hub.

The effort is a tribute to women like Kamala Harris, who became the
first female vice president of the United States, and countless other
women who have advanced to leadership roles around the world.
The campaign also calls on companies to continue to create gender
diversity on their boards.

“With many Canadians facing another wave of lockdown restrictions,
bringing kids’ imaginations to the forefront delivers some much needed
joy and inspiration to help unlock the next generation’s unlimited
potential that comes when they open up their own imagination.” said
Paloma Bentes, marketing director at Campbell Canada.

Locals.org - Offline we miss you
UK: This campaign promotes the spirit of social discovery app Locals.
org by leveraging people’s desire to return to pre-pandemic normal
life. The campaign billboards do it ironically, referring to all kinds of
situations that used to annoy but now started to actually miss. Having
to wait hours to get a drink in a club, never finding a seat at a favourite
restaurant and even the struggle of commuting has become more than
just a nostalgia, rather - an object of craving.
The ultimate purpose was to spread a supportive message of
companionship around the city, empathising with all Londoners and
getting them to smile, when they realise they’ve found ourselves in the
same situation.
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FEBRUARY 2021

TOP RECALL

TOP RATED

1.

1.
McDonald’s Big Mac - Media: Mediaworks - Creative: Leo Burnett

2.
Lidl LFGA
Media: Mediaworks | Creative: BBDO Dublin

McDonald’s Crispy Chicken - Media: Mediaworks - Creative: Leo Burnett

3.
Rockshore Light
Media: PHD | Creative: BBDO Dublin

2.
Pringles
Media: Carat | Creative: Aire

3.
Kilmeaden
Media: Carat | Creative: BBDO Dublin
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TOP CATEGORIES

FEBRUARY 2021 CYCLES 3 & 4
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Retail Outlets

Beers & Ciders

Food

Finance

QSRs

Telecoms

Media

Confectionery & Snacking

Soft Drinks

Motor Trade
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All figures based on display value at rate card.

Large

Digital

Transport

Ambient

1 Retail Outlets

€1,429k

6 Telecoms

€622k

2 Beers & Ciders

€1,234k

7 Media

€563k

3 Food

€1,222k

8 Confectionery & Snacking

€530k

4 Finance

€1,022k

9 Soft Drinks

€526k

5 QSRs

€644k

10 Motor Trade

€321k
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CONTACT
US
PML Group ROI
First Floor, Harmony Court,
Harmony Row, Dublin 2,
D02 VY52
Tel: 01 668 2900
Email: info@pmlgroup.ie

Location
Based
Marketing
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